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Abstract 
The use of Bayesian Networks (BNs) as classifiers in different fields of application has recently witnessed a noticeable growth. 
Yet, the Naïve Bayes application, and even the augmented Naïve Bayes, to classifier-structure learning, has been vulnerable to 
certain limits, which explains the practitioners resort to other more sophisticated types of algorithms. Consequently, the use of 
such algorithms has paved the way for raising the problem of super-exponential increase in computational complexity of the 
Bayesian classifier learning structure, with the increasing number of descriptive variables. In this context, the present work’s 
major objective lies in setting up a further solution whereby a remedy can be conceived for the intricate algorithmic complexity 
imposed during the learning of Bayesian classifiers structure with the use of sophisticated algorithms. 
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1. Introduction 
It is worth noting that efficient classifiers can be reached through the use of Bayesian networks1, 2, 3. In fact, a 
Bayesian classifier relative to a problem with p variables is characterized by the distinction of having p+1 nodes. 
Indeed, all Bayesian classifiers model the fact of belonging to a certain class by means of a discrete node dubbed 
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"class node". This node is discrete and multinomial having k modality. Regarding the other p variables, which we 
call descriptive variables, they are denoted Xi (i from 1 to p). The Bayesian classifier with the simplest structure is 
the naïve Bayesian network (RBN)7, also called Naïve Bayes classifier. Nevertheless, no correlations between the 
attributes are taken into account with respect to the Naïve Bayes, where all features contribute to the classification in 
the same way. The classification node takes advantage of the information provided by each attribute independently 
of the information provided by other features-still; this may not be optimal for the classification task. Hence, various 
proposals have been suggested in a bid to enrich the Naive Bayesian Network structure to make it account for 
correlations between different attributes. In2, for instance, the authors have proposed a Tree-Augmented Naïve Bayes 
(TAN) approach to enrich the Naïve Bayes structure. According to this approach, a tree structure is applied for the 
classification to be achieved15, 5. The tree structure has the advantage of having a low degree of complexity, along 
with the ability to avoid over fitting problems. However, it restricts the number of parents, other than the 
classification node, to exactly one single parent for each node, which turns out to be a strong constraint. So, the 
resulting structure appears to neglect the case where a variable is correlated with several other variables. Besides, it 
outlooks the case where a variable is conditionally independent of all other variables within the classification node. 
In which case, the node representing that variable only needs the class node as a parent. The addition of another 
parent only adds unnecessary complexity and increases the number of network parameters. Consequently, other 
authors4, 5, 6, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23 have proposed the use of more general and sophisticated methods, without specific 
restriction, to overcome these shortcomings, among which are: the K2 algorithms8, the PC algorithm (causality 
search algorithm)9, the BN-PC-B algorithm25, the Greedy Search24 and the Greedy Equivalent Search (GES)26. 
Although these algorithms have actually managed to attain performant Bayesian network, their application has 
resulted in the frequently and commonly encountered problem of structure-learning computational complexity owing 
to the increase in the number of descriptive variables. 
Hence, a new approach has been proposed through this research work based on a structure learning upstream 
clustering, which can be jointly used with the cited above algorithms pertinent to the structure learning of Bayesian 
Classifiers. The envisaged aim behind this framework proposal is to reduce the computational complexity and, 
consequently, the execution time without engendering a loss of information, in comparison to the use of only the 
classic algorithms. 
The remainder of this paper has been arranged as follows. In the upcoming section, we are going to put forward a 
new approach which we shall test upon an Asia, a Car-diagnosis, a Lymphography diagnosis and a Mushroom 
classification databases. Finally, we will close up our work by concluding and paving the way for certain potential 
perspectives for future researches. 
2. A new clustering-based approach (BCCA): procedure and applied methodologies 
The idea lying behind our conceived procedure lies in the rapid super-exponential surge of algorithmic 
complexity of learning the Bayesian classifier structure from data with respect to the rise in the number of variables. 
To remedy this problem, our idea consists in subdividing the variables into subsets (or clusters), by learning the 
structure of each cluster separately, while looking for a convenient procedure whereby the different structures could 
be assembled into a final structure. In this regard, it has been noticed that in the case of a Bayesian classifier 
learning structure, there exists one single central variable of a global interest called “class” variable. In this respect, 
we reckon to execute the processing of each cluster learning structure with the class variable, then, proceed by 
assembling the different various structures around this class variable as a next step. 
2.1. The variables’ clustering 
Clustering is the most frequently used and widespread technique among the data-analysis and data-mining 
descriptive techniques. It is often used when we have a huge amount of data, within which we intend to distinguish 
some homogeneous subsets suitable for processing and for differential analyses10. 
Actually, there exist two major well-known clustering families of algorithms in the literature, namely: the 
partition methods and the ascending hierarchical-clustering. The advantage of the ascending-hierarchical methods, 
as compared to the partitioning ones, lies in the fact that they able to choose, appropriately, the optimum number of 
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clusters. Nevertheless, the partitioning criterion is not global; it exclusively depends on the already-obtained 
clusters, since two variables placed in different clusters could by no means be compared any more. Contrary to the 
hierarchical methods, the partitioning algorithms might perpetually improve the clusters quality10, in addition to the 
fact that their algorithmic complexities are linear. Regarding our present work, we have chosen to use the K-means 
algorithm, as it is the most popular, added to fact that its algorithmic complexity is linear (O(n))11. Besides, we 
reckon to apply a hierarchical clustering algorithm along with the bootstrap technique to obtain the optimal number 
of clusters suitable for the K-means algorithm. To note, the databases that will be applied to test our approach, in the 
experimentation section, consist of some categorical variables, and regarding the performance of clustering we will 
use the package ClustOfVar with R language12. In particular, we will use the variant K-means13 along with the 
linkage-likelihood analysis14 (hierarchical clustering algorithm) for categorical variables.   
2.2. Structure learning 
A structure learning has been performed for each cluster of variables including the class variable. The ultimate 
structure would be the assembling of the n structures obtained from each cluster around the class variable. 
We will perform our tests, firstly, via the K2 algorithm with, as input, the order obtained by applying the 
algorithm MWST (for the MWST algorithm, the initial node will be the class variable)16, secondly, via the BN-PC-
B algorithm, thirdly, via the Greedy Search, fourthly, via the Greedy Equivalent Search and finally via the Greedy 
Search with, as input, the obtained tree by applying the algorithm MWST (for the MWST algorithm, the initial node 
will be the class variable) . In our study case, we would rather try to prove that the joint use of our approach together 
with the above cited algorithms can be beneficial in reducing the computational complexity without losing 
information. 
Note that in our work, we will use the BNT toolbox17 running on the Matlab software (2010 version) to apply all 
the tested algorithms to structure learning. We will also apply the BNT toolbox for parameters learning and 
inference. 
3. Experimentation procedures 
3.1. Data-bases 
We first test our approach, on a famous Asia database (it comes from the diagnosis of dyspnea introduced by 
Lauritzen and Spiegelhalter27). It has 8 variables, among which we will assume that the variable called “Lung 
Cancer” is the class variable. Among the 5000 instances of data, 200 have been left aside for the references’ testing 
phase. We second test our approach, on a car diagnosis database (Car Diagnosis 2). It has 18 variables, among 
which is a status variable called “Car starts (ST)”, the class variable. The parameters’ generating file of this database 
is available on-line at: http://www.norsys.com/downloads/netlib/. According to these parameters, we have been able 
to generate 10.000 examples, among which 200 have been left aside for the references’ testing phase. We third 
apply our approach to a Lymphography diagnosis database (Lymphography). It is made up of 19 variables, among 
which is a status variable called “Diagnosis”, the class variable. This lymphography domain has been obtained from 
the University Medical Centre, Institute of Oncology, Ljubljana, Yugoslavia (available on request on-line at: 
http://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/datasets/Lymphography). Among the 143 instances of data, only 36 have been left aside 
for the references’ testing phase (accordingly to the limited number of examples). Ultimately, we apply our 
approach to a Mushroom classification database. It is made up of 21 variables (we have eliminated two variables, 
one is uniform and the other has a missing data), among which is a status variable called “classes”, the class 
variable. This Mushroom domain has been available on-line at: https://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/datasets/Mushroom. 
Among the 8124 instances of data, 200 have been left aside for the references’ testing phase. 
3.2. Bayesian classifier learning structure using K2+MWST, BN-PC-B, Greedy Search, GES and Greedy 
Search+MWST compared to our new approach jointly used with the cited above algorithms 
Results are presented in tables form (see Table 1, 2, 3, 4, 5), each table present the difference, in terms of CPU 
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execution time, between using an algorithm tested with and without our approach. (the machine used for running the 
entire experimentation procedure is a Personal Computer with core 2 Duo processor and 3 gigabytes of RAM 
memory). 
Table 1. Summary of execution times using K2+MWST. 
Asia Car Diagnosis 2 Lymphography Mushroom
K2+MWST                             0,156 Seconds 
CPU 
3,961 Seconds 













Table 2. Summary of execution times using BN-PC-B. 
Asia Car Diagnosis 2 Lymphography Mushroom
BN-PC-B                             2,772 Seconds 
CPU 
61,433 Seconds 













Table 3. Summary of execution times using Greedy Search. 
Asia Car Diagnosis 2 Lymphography Mushroom
Greedy Search                            13,078 
Seconds CPU 
673,836 















Table 4. Summary of execution times using GES. 
Asia Car Diagnosis 2 Lymphography Mushroom
GES                            9,396 Seconds 
CPU 
319,256 













Table 5. Summary of execution times using Greedy Search+MWST. 
Asia Car Diagnosis 2 Lymphography Mushroom
Greedy Search+MWST              3,365 Seconds 
CPU 
357,367 















3.3. Attained structures’ relevant inferences and result comparisons 
Our approach favors the preservation of data for the sake of the class variable, in the aim to have good 
classification results. We will learn the parameters of the two structures found for each of the databases and for each 
of the algorithms studied (the structure found after learning all the variables simultaneously and the one found after 
assembling the various structures of the clusters around the class variables). For the class variable (for each of the 
databases), we are going to calculate the probability of its first instance given the state of the networks other nodes 
in respect of the two obtained Bayesian classifiers structures (for each of the algorithms studied). Thus, a 200-
example database will be used to experiment the class variables of the “Asia”, “Car Diagnosis2” and “Mushroom 
Classification” databases. However, only a 36-example database will be used to experiment the class variables of the 
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“Lymphography” database (accordingly to the limited number of examples). Naturally, the experimentation 
examples were excluded during the learning of structures.  
The four tested class variables are “Lung cancer (L)” of the “Asia” database, “Car starts (ST)” of the “Car 
Diagnosis 2” database, “Diagnosis” of the “Lymphography” database and “Class” of the “Mushroom Classification” 
database. The correct classification percentage of all experimentation are presented in Table 6. The presented results 
are for each of the databases and the studied algorithms.  




K2+MWST                            99,5 81 94,44 100
Our approach using K2+MWST 99 81,5 94,44 100
BN-PC-B 99,5 81,5 94,44 100
Our approach using BN-PC-B 99 81,5 91,66 100
Greedy Search 99,5 81 91,66 100
Our approach using Greedy Search 99 81 91,66 99
GES 99,5 81 91,66 99
Our approach using GES 99 81 88,88 100
Greedy Search+MWST 99,5 82 88,88 100
Our approach using Greedy Search+MWST 99 82 88,88 100
3.4. Discussion 
Based on the achieved experimental results, the gain in terms of execution time is certain. It is sometimes very 
large, reaching up to 96 times reduction in contribution to the execution time of learning all the variables 
simultaneously (see Table 1). We still have to answer this question, ‘what impact does our approach have on the 
operating results of the eventual models builds?  
The probability pairs pertaining to each class variables are very similar and in many cases they are even identical. 
In terms of the classification effectiveness, the results are very similar and there are even better results found with 
the use of our approach (see Table 6). Similarly, the class variable (for each of the databases) instance probabilities, 
found with the use of our approach (jointly with each of the studied algorithms), are in many cases the most accurate 
compared to the class variable original instance value.  
Therefore, it can be deduced that the inference results, regarding both learning-structure approaches, are very 
similar. Thus, through our approach, we have managed to reduce considerably the algorithmic complexity of the 
Bayesian classifier structure learning without any significant loss of information, especially with regard to the class 
variable. The clustering constancy and trustworthiness play a determining role in the accuracy of the resulting 
structure. In fact, the more independent the obtained clusters are, the more the number of inter-cluster edges to be 
lost would shrink. Consequently, the more independent the clusters are, the more negligible the lost information 
would be. 
Throughout the present study, a new approach has been proposed. It has been based on the implementation of 
class variable as a linking variable among the subsets’ different structures. Through our proper experimentation 
procedure, we have proved that by implementing this undertaking, we can be immune to the information loss 
problem while achieving a considerable gain in terms of execution time. Our original solution has been improved 
because no criterion has been defined for the applicability of our approach on a certain database (possibility of 
having clusters sufficiently independent to avoid losing information). Secondly, the method applied for determining 
the optimal number of clusters is known to be greedy in computational complexity (in the order of O(n3)). 
Therefore, a heuristic, less complicated yet effective, would be among our aims in future research. Inversely, 
however, with the help of our newly-devised concept, new large-scale horizons have been opened, paving the way 
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for other more global solutions and taking advantage of the fact that the possible number of Direct Acyclic Graphs 
decreases incredibly by treating variables’ subsets during the Bayesian classifier or the general BN structure 
learning from database. 
4. Conclusion 
Within the scope of the present work, we have set up a new well-defined approach for the Bayesian classifier 
structure learning from data-base, so useful that it can be jointly applied with the K2+MWST, BN-PC-B, Greedy 
Search, Greedy Equivalent Search and Greedy Search+MWST algorithms. As a first step, a specially-devised 
approach has been proposed to perform a Bayesian classifier. As a second step, through a specially-conducted 
experimentation administered over a “Asia”, a “Car Diagnosis 2”, a “Lymphography” and a “Mushroom 
Classification” databases, we have proved that loss in information turns out to be so negligible that it does not affect 
the extracted Bayesian classifier stemming results during the inference stage, while saving a great deal of execution 
time. 
In a potential future research, we reckon to make a serious attempt to investigate other possible alternatives 
useful and fit to exploit the considerable reduction of algorithmic complexity during the BN structure learning by 
examining and treating variables’ sub-sets, developing some structure-retrieving oriented heuristics encompassing 
the already achieved sub-structures, a framework that would be the closest possible to the discovered structure, 
while simultaneously treating the whole set of variables in their entirety. 
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